DEFEAT OF THE WICKED INIQUITOUS EXTRAS
*Most Coming Soon*
{{{ DWI EXTRAS }}}
MORE to LOVE & Order at the MiddleClassCapitalism.com Website
* Coupons for Real Free MCC Warrior Membership, includes free share of MCC People’s
Corporate Stock! Available NOW. *
* Color Special Editions with Beautiful MCC Wow-Pic Color Pictures of Characters and
Scenes! Coming Soon.
* Color Signature Leather Cover Editions with the Author's Personal Signature; Special
Christmas Editions; and Special Updated Technical Book Edition. Coming Soon.
* {{{ POCO WOW-SUPS }}} little DWI Supplements, or short stories < 10 pages of the
characters and scenes. Coming Soon
* Hats, T-Shirts and {{{ Snappy Vested Wear }}}, some with Images of the NEO-Warrior
Heroes and Evil Characters. Coming Very Soon.
* Curt's Emails and Documentation for Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous. Coming Soon.
NOTE: Many of these items are pre-orders or back-orders. Place any of your Pre-orders
NOW for any item at NewMiddleClassCapitalism@gmail.com Pay later, when prices are
provided to you.
Also Coming soon: MCC WOW-Videos of characters and scenes, and the children's versions,
Papa’s Kiddos Books, featuring The VIPER KING and his Vrump Imperial Party, THE VIPERS!

Your FREE Stock Coupon and MCC Membership
Apply for FREE MCC MEMBERSHIP, be a signer of THE DECLARATION OF ECONOMIC
INDEPENDENCE, and receive your FREE SHARE of MCC STOCK coupon.
There are no strings attached.
Simply send your MCC MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION with name and address to:
NewMiddleClassCapitalism@gmail.com
More details at MiddleCLassCapitalism.com
YOUR FREE MEMBERSHIP PROVISIONS
1. Your FREE MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION email is your honorary MCC PLEDGE that you
have an annual net income of less than One Million Dollars, to qualify. You will also become
a signer of The Declaration of Economic Independence, as a member.
2. Also, become one of 100 Original MCC Charter Members. See provisions at "Become an
Original Charter Member" link at MiddleClassCapitalism.com.
YOUR FREE SHARE OF GENERAL STOCK COUPON
Conditions:
Your corporation must first be operational. Your share will be automatically vested in your
name, until sufficiently collateralized by your corporation prior to cashing in.

APPENDICES

The Energy Unit Transfer Policy
An “energy unit” of carbon energy, or renewable energy, is the amount of energy produced
by the specific carbon units transferred as renewable units, such as BTU’s produced.
Congress will legislate government subsidies and credits to carbon-producing energy
industries that transfer carbon energy units in exchange for renewable energy units.
This is a public policy incentive to reduce carbon, depleted sometime in the future, in
exchange for producing renewable energy to replace the depleted carbon for all future
energy needs. For every “carbon energy unit” transferred to a “renewable energy unit,” the
transferring company will receive a public policy incentive that is of equal or greater dollar
value than the current market dollar value of the carbon energy units transferred.
All credits and subsidies are based on the profit/loss annual amount of carbon energy units
of the transferring industry, compared to the profit/loss of the same annual amount of the
renewable energy units transferred, based on the annual financial statements. The public
policy incentives will help enable the renewable transfer industry to be as profitable, or
even more profitable than the carbon transfer industry.
This will result in reduced, and then eliminated, public credit or subsidy losses due to the
renewable energy transfers made to replace current and future depleted carbon energy.
Tax credits and government guaranteed low interest loans and/or tax credits will be made
as a public policy incentive to all individuals and businesses for all renewable energy
systems, products and loans provided to them. This includes all transfer companies,
property owners, businesses, individuals and utilities that install or provide any renewable
energy system or products.
Central power energy systems will also start to move or transfer energy to independent
renewable energy system units for all homes, businesses, parks, malls, etc., as a national
security measure to avoid catastrophic failure due to terrorist or cyber-attack. Renewable
energy products include solar panels, wind generators, batteries, vehicles, or any other
renewable energy product or energy system.
In summary, large energy companies will provide large scale renewable energy systems
and products everywhere and receive greater profits than before as an incentive to replace
carbon energy profits. Every business and individual will receive renewable energy
products with government or energy company loans that are repaid with reduced or
eliminated energy costs.

Only when equitable public policy incentives are provided to both large capable renewable
energy suppliers and general public energy users will there be large scale renewable
energy that replaces depleted carbon energy in a relatively short period of time. Renewable
energy transfer companies will receive greater profits than before, and individuals and
businesses will receive lower or eliminated energy costs. Public policy incentives also will
be reduced and eliminated with repaid loans and a very prosperous new economy that
provides huge government revenues, good paying jobs and upward mobility. Everyone will
benefit with the new equitable Energy Unit Transfer Policy and laws.

Papa’s Toyhouse Builders

Toys for All Boys and Girls

Children love to build things and take them apart and rebuild them. These playhouses are
the perfect playmate for all boys and girls and all of their toys. Papa’s Toyhouses are easily
built by children using the safety screws, bolts, nuts and tools provided.

Built with a standard size unit of one-foot pieces, each one-foot cube can then be connected
or linked to others, with safety screws and bolts. Kids can build as many toy houses or toy
businesses, any size they want, and then use them to play with any or all of their toys for
amazing fun. The toyhouses can be easily built for dolls, trucks, and almost every other
toy.

Basic building blocks for any toyhouse design are screwed or bolted together by the
children, their parents and all their friends. Doing so improves dexterity, while having great
fun together. This is the perfect exciting gift for all the family.

There are endless designs children can easily build. They are limited only by their
imaginations and the number of building blocks needed for the playhouses they want to
build for any or all of their toys. Included are ramps that go on top of the playhouse for toy
cars and trucks, and many other accessories like interchangeable walls, floors, roofs,
toyhouse names, etc.

The standard building block unit of 1-foot long by about 1 1/2 inches square can be
produced very easily and inexpensively. You can use whatever material is the least
expensive to produce or use recycled plastics, a more expensive option. Massive global
production of the 1-foot basic units and accessories, initiated by Papa, uses materials with
the most profit per unit. Basic sets can build two or three Toyhouses. Accessories and extra
basic units can be ordered for as many Toyhouses as consumers want to build.

Builders (and their parents) can also purchase 8-, 10- or 12-foot long x 1 ½ inch square
wood pieces and cut them into foot-long sections, making your own Papa's Toyhouse
Builders. Screw and bolt holes used for connecting can then be added by an adult who has
the tools and ability to do so.
With these 1-foot units you build an open cube for each individual Toyhouse. Connect
them, building upwards or sideways with as many Toyhouses as desired. You can buy as
many as you want, along with all the accessories.

Papa’s Toyhouse Builders will be sold wherever toys are sold, anywhere in the world, as
playhouses, and toy and wall cabinets for the kids’ toys. Toy stores can sell any of their toys
at a discount if a Papa’s Toyhouse Builders set is included.

As an incentive, toy store owners will receive a bonus from Papa’s Toyhouse Builders,
larger than “Papa’s toy discount” they provide for other toys bought with the Papa’s
Toyhouse Builders. In addition to Papa’s discount bonus, toy store owners will also receive
a generous portion of the actual profits from every Builders set they sell.

They will also be sold at all Home Improvement stores, as projects for the parents and
kids. Papa’s Toyhouse building blocks for toyhouses, and toy and wall cabinets can also be
built from scratch with the help of a skilled mom or dad builder, from detailed instructions
and materials for toyhouses provided by these home improvement stores.

The marketing strategy is to have a graphic design of several playhouse designs, and also
toy and wall cabinets the children build to store or display all their toys. Prototypes will be
made as necessary to demonstrate various graphic designs that can be made as an example
of the Toyhouse Builders.

Videos of Papa and his grandson and of other children with their parents, friends and
siblings playing with the various Papa’s Toyhouse Builder’s designs will be readily
accessible via the Internet. Proposals with video will be sent to toy stores and home

improvement stores everywhere to secure purchase orders. Use of recycled products can
be a great marketing tool, and they will be incorporated as feasibly possible.

Papa’s Builders Accessories, Toys, Clothes, and Furniture

Included with Basic Sets
Papa’s Builders Basic Set includes easy to attach toyhouse front, back and side walls with
doors and windows, ceilings, roofs, and ramps for toys. Also included are Papa’s Builders
robots, Papa’s John and Jane, or other named Builder dolls, Papa’s Builder basic clothing
with matching vests and tool belts for the dolls and basic Builder robots, as well as for
children and their parents.

Additional Accessories Available
Additional Papa’s Builders accessories include an unlimited selection of Papa’s Builders
toys for playhouses. Examples are sports cars, race cars, large trucks and building
construction equipment, farm and ranch toys, racetrack toys, various styles of toy furniture
for any design of toyhouse, toy swimming pools, dinosaurs, space exploration toys, etc.

Almost any theme for any set of toys for Papa’s Builders Toyhouses can be purchased
through special orders. Papa’s Builders will sub-contract with toymakers to provide
generous shared profits for any clothes or toymaker sets sold with Papa’s Builders Sets.

Papa’s Builders Cabinets, Chairs, Tables and Playground Toys
The basic building blocks used for all of Papa’s Builders can also be used to build desks, toy
and wall cabinets to store or display toys, child and adult sized chairs and tables, and
playground toys for sandboxes, forts and other fun outdoor toys and equipment. They can
even be used to build storage and workshop cabinets for moms and dads.

All of Papa’s Builders sets include designs and instructions.

Your Space World
Your Space World, or YSW, is the global social network with equity-building virtual dream
worlds anyone can build, along with limitless profit centers for MCC Warriors’ retail online
stores. After its official launch, YSW replaced Facebook almost overnight.
The entire world had major issues with Facebook cyber security problems. False
propaganda, advertisements and “trolls’”
postings caused continual and increasing havoc. YSW resolved all such problems.

The Noble Spirit narrated YSW’s introductory session:

“You are about to enter Your Space World and take a wonderful and exciting journey
throughout your new cyberspace universe!

“Everyone can own their own cyber Space Home or cyber Space Business in the vast
cyberspace universe of Your Space World. In this new world, everyone can prosper as they
build real cash equity in their spectacular beautiful Space Home.

“Your social network and economic security are also guaranteed in your extraordinary new
safe and secure cyberspace world. Everyone from anywhere in the world can join at no cost
and receive their Space Home or Business as a member-user online.

“You can invite anyone you want to Your Space, or Your Home on-line, just like you would
invite them to your own home for social networking and interaction with friends.

“Your Space equity is equal to the value of your investment in stock in Your Space World as
it grows throughout the world. Any individual or business that joins receives their free
space and will also receive a free share of Your Space World enterprise stock. No one is
required to ever invest if they choose not to do so and can always enjoy just socializing in

their own Space Home. However, the real cash equity value of their Space Home or
Business will always grow in proportion to the amount that they choose to invest in their
own worldwide Your Space International Enterprise.

“There are many social and economic benefits of Your Space World. This social network is
also a simple economic concept. It is a new kind of self-reliant and self-sustaining social
space with an economic profit center called Your Home or Your Business. It empowers the
member-users to join together, with their safely affordable investments, to ensure their
own growing profits for all members. Together, members build their very own vast and
highly profitable social and economic Space World everywhere.

“In addition to socializing with friends or doing business online from Your Space Home or
Business, YSW members receive company profit sharing, stock values, Your Home or Your
Business equity. Member-users also belong to a completely secure biometric identity
internal Internet, with an Internet protection guarantee plan for its members.

“In summary, all members have their own Space Home or Business in their Space World,
with an enterprise guaranteed social and economic security protection system.

The Internal Biometric Secured Protection System.
Fraud and identity theft have become one of the worst problems faced by Facebook, other
social networks, large and small businesses and individuals everywhere.

Along with other protection systems, YSW includes the Your Space biometric identity
internal Internet system. It is secured by personal fingerprints, eye scans or other
biometric identification, coupled with a member’s actual GPS location, every time anyone
uses the system.

An internal Internet protection guarantee plan is available to all member-users, along with
a protected Your Space World e-mail system.

Economic Security Protection Fund.
Your Space World shares will provide your personal Economic Security Protection Fund for
a secure Space World. A guaranteed cyber-attack warranty is available and is specifically
designed to provide economic security and a bridge of economic support for all members
and users within its own enterprise internal system.

This system provides profit sharing funds from the members’ shares to help build each
individual’s Economic Security Protection Fund. The members can also receive low- or nointerest cash bridge funds and credible restructured loans from the enterprise for
legitimate economic hardships secured by the share value of Your Space Home or Business
and/or your stock owned in the enterprise. This will minimize most hardship cases while
continuing to grow their profit in their enterprise.

Building Your Space World Equity.
All Space World members can actually build real cash equity and the most spectacular
spaces of all in Your Space World. Everyone gets their free Space Home and free enterprise
shares to start. It is a beautiful standard middle-class cyber home, with the choice of home
options. However, if they want to improve their home, or build a spectacular cyber space,
they can build almost any virtual business, home, mansion or empire of their dreams in
their space. For the most avid business or home, mansion or empire builders, there are the
most advanced options. All are obtained from Your Space World with “Space World Market
Prices.”

Can you imagine your beautiful spectacular virtual mansion, jet, cars and other property in
Your Space World?

The advanced options are for increasing the equity value of your Home Space, as you build
your mansion or your Empire in Your Space. Anyone can buy or sell their Home, or their
Empire with an appraisal based on their Space equity, or whatever the Space World real
estate market will actually bear. No one can own more than one Your Space World space at
a time, regardless of the size of their mansion or empire.

You can also buy virtual jets, yachts and any car you want with Your Space World shares,
and those are all portable and transferrable if you buy or sell your space, or accessories.

Your Space World Investor Incentives:
1. All of the profits Facebook used to have, as a similar social network. Your Space World
replaced Facebook almost overnight with the added cash profits and benefits to all usermembers.
2. The additional new profits of all investments of all Space World Home, Mansion, Empire
and other property Builders.
3. The growing capital, building through the investment and vesting plan that delays cash
redemptions.
4. The new YSW secure worldwide Internet will also have a full cyber security guarantee
warranty, paid to Your Space World, with and by all of the new users. A guaranteed
completely secure online retail sales international platform, replacing Amazon, other
online retailers and the former Facebook.

The People’s Corporation Advertising Networks (PC-Ads)
Cyber Security.
Only fully vetted registered NEO-Warrior advertisers can advertise on Your Space World
International Internet, YSW, and/or the companion Big Business-Government Internet,
BBG. All advertisers must be fully verified, vetted and pre-registered with the People’s
International Corporation to include their individualized full biometric-GPS Cyber Key
identification, and all other cyber secure required advertising verification.

Cyber security is a top priority of the People’s International Corporation. There is absolute
zero tolerance even for any attempted cyber security violation, with permanent exclusion
thereafter.

PC Advertising.
All advertising is done on the People’s International Corporation Advertising Search
Network. Advertisers can include individuals and/or coalitions of YSW NEO-Warriors
advertising their special virtual fantastic cyber spaces they have built, as well as products
for sale. This includes their individual Cog-Co online or Cog-Co on-land stores.

Advertising Profit Split and Individual Security Funds.
The PC Advertising and Search Network is completely owned by the People, and 90% of all
profits go the individual or coalitions of NEO-Cap Cog-Co online or on-land store owners in
the form of premium sock, after all corporate expenses are paid. 10% goes to the People’s
International Corporation premium and general stockholders’ individual Permanent
Security and Retirement Fund, or PSRF, accounts, based on their Corporate ContributionInvestment ratio index.

NEO-Warriors’ Permanent Security and Retirement Fund (PSRF).
10% of all NEO-Cap Warriors’ stock and labor contributions go into their own individual
Permanent Security and Retirement Funds (PSRF), based on the proportionate amounts of
their contributions. That amount is their Contribution-Investment Ratio Index (CRIs). PSF
accounts can also be used for verified hardship, with no- or low-interest loans, as
confirmed and approved by their for-profit Cog-Co Regional Bank.

Regional Cog-Co Banks and Audits.

All regional banks are also owned by the NEO-Cap Warriors. 90% of all bank profits go to
each NEO- Warrior based on their corporate Contribution-Investment Ratio Index
(proportionate to the amount of their contributions). 10% goes to their Permanent Security
funds (PSF).

Corporate stock and profit sharing are always calculated after all of the People’s
International Corporation’s overall capital expenses for all operations, vendors, loans, etc.
All legitimate, non-proprietary corporate expenses and bank finances are always
transparent to all owner-member-investors and the general public for absolute credibility.
All legitimate proprietary interests, and all corporate finances are confirmed by annual
audits performed by the non-profit guardian People’s International Network, also
completely owned by the NEO-Warriors. There is a certified People’s Network NEO-Auditor
located within every regional NEO-Warriors Tribe.

